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MINUTES OF THE INTEGRATED QUALITY IMPROVEMENT 

COMMITTEE (IQuIC) MEETING 

February 28, 2023, 10:00 am to 12:00 pm 

1. Call to Order  

The Contractor shall have its Quality Improvement Director participate in the 
Department’s Quality Improvement Committee to provide input and feedback 
regarding quality improvement priorities, performance improvement topics, 
measurements and specifics of reporting formats and timeframes, and other.   

2. Review January 2023 Draft Minutes 

Jerry (Health Care Policy and Financing/HCPF) and meeting attendees reviewed the 
draft minutes, and the minutes were approved. 

3. Performance Improvement Projects (PIPs) Update 

Russell Kennedy (HCPF) led this discussion by first reviewing the PIP measurement 
and reporting timeline (see handout shared with meeting attendees).  Russell then 
reviewed submitted questions received concerning this topic.  For example, “There is 
no expectation that the RAEs will be doing a physical health PIP…,” Is there a 
minimum size for the PIP population?,” Can the…PIP focus on the same population 
as the selected clinical PIP….”  See the handouts for additional questions and 
answers to these questions.  The PowerPoint used for this topic concluded by noting 
tool criteria and supplemental domains.  Three additional questions were noted and 
addressed by Russell (example, from Katie Mortenson “we are collecting SDOH 
data…through our HNA…would it be possible for us to use the data for our PIP”, 
from Carlos Madrid “KP is ramping up its SDOH work…any flexibility around the 
baseline”, from Jeremiah Fluke asked a question about health needs assessments).   

4. Managed Care Network Requirements Discussion 

Sandi Wettenkamp (HCPF) led this discussion concerning the Public Health 
Emergency (PHE) and the Department’s request for health plans to submit a 
provider priority list to the Department by a certain date (see the PHE Unwind 
Provider Revalidation handout).  Sandi addressed the following questions submitted 
via the Chat: and from Marianne Lynn “will this be a topic in other meeting…,” from 
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Kendra Peters “does this mean the MCO will suspend claims for any providers….”  
Amy Ryan noted that “CHP+ providers do not contract with the state…,” and Brook 
Powers shared the following link for reference  Revalidation | Colorado Department of 

Health Care Policy & Financing, or https//hcpf.colorado.gov/revalidation. 

5. Department and Health Plan Updates/ Reminders 

No updates were shared. 

6. Public Comments 

No visitors attended the meeting.    

7. Adjourn 

Visit this link to see online reporting https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/hcpf/quality-
and-health-improvement-reports 

Visit this link to see more about IQuIC https://www.colorado.gov/hcpf/integrated-
quality-improvement-committee-meeting 

Link to online Accountable Care Collaborative Public Reporting 
https://hcpf.colorado.gov/accountable-care-collaborative-public-reporting 
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